
MUSIC: DORIS Presents Her EP *L'Enfant Noire*

"I wish to praise black beauty.“#DORIS 
**Featuring: LES NUBIANS, LAAERIAL 

**Production: KIRED, NITU., DRIXXXE, GYSTERE, TAÏPAN, DANI BUMBA, MARGAUX MALYA



*L'Enfant Noire*: SONGS PRESENTATION 

1-La Couronne de Jeanne/ Jeanne’s Crown (Feat Les NUBIANS/ Prod: NITU): Jeanne’s Crown is an ancestoral 
blessing and celebration of self-love. It is an intimate love letter to black women with natural hair. 
This song reunites the pieces of soul that society and history stole from black women.

3-Château Rouge (Prod: KIRED / Arrangements: Dani Bumba): Celelebration of Château Rouge, a French
 district well-known for its population of African descendants. DORIS honors the African queens who crossed
 the Mediterranean sea to find a better life. She talks about African dreams lost on the streets of Château Rouge.

2-Libre/ Free (Feat LAAERIAL/ Prod: NITU., GYSTERE, Margaux Malya): A poignant and emotional duet that 
pays tribute to black inner love. Throughout this song, Brooklyn meets Paris, and freedom erases borders.

4-Masque Blanc / White Mask (Prod: NITU. / KIRED): A tribute to the book « Black Skin, White Masks » 
written by Caribbean psychoanalyst Frantz Fanon. This poetic song explores black identity and racial dynamics.
 It is a tribute to black men (a celebration of black resilience and black love).

5-La Nuit / Night (Prod: TAIPAN): An ode to love and melancholy. Once the night has come, DORIS robs the light 
of the moon that strolls along the lips of his forbidden love. The singer highlights the beauty of a black body 
drawn by the night city lights.

6-L'Étrangère/ Stranger (Prod: DRIXXXE): DORIS talks to the stranger who is crying inside her. 
The artist sings the complexity of finding inner-peace without a bridge connecting to roots. 
Thanks to soulful melodies, DORIS describes far away African places so they become close at the same time.

7-Chez Moi/ Home (Prod: KIRED / Arrangements: GYSTERE): DORIS explains the difficulty being the daughter 
of a migrant and a French child at the same time. The singer searches for a haven on both sides of 
the ocean, an El Dorado, a home, when she feels abandoned by her two motherlands.



All Platforms: https://lnk.to/lenfantnoire
iTunes: https://lc.cx/m8sU 
Deezer: https://lc.cx/m8sw
Spotify: https://lc.cx/m8sG

Google Play: https://lc.cx/m8sN
Soundcloud: https://lc.cx/m8sf

  
Music Video *La Couronne de Jeanne*: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0PtTRWNagI

Music Video *Masque Blanc*:  https://youtu.be/vhqpj961vIY
 

Website : www.doris-lesite.com
Contact : contact@doris-lesite.com

 
Album Preset :Album Preset : Afropunk, Arte radio, Soul-addict, La Parisienne Life, La Scandaleuse, 

Blacksquare, ByUs Media, Afronaute, ELLE, MTV Base Africa...
 

LINKS TO DISCOVER *L'Enfant Noire* 



In 2012 and 2015, I recorded two musical projects mixing Soul, Pop and Electro (produced by Nodey and Gystere).
 I have also written songs for French artists (Taïro, Diese/The Voice, La Petite Shade/The Voice…)

In June 2018, I returned with my new EP ‘L’Enfant Noire’, written after a powerful appeal by my great grandmother, 
Jeanne. This old woman waited for me in a Cameroonian village called Nguibassal. She didn’t stop calling my name.
 So, I decided to take a flight to visit her grave.This trip helped me to reconcile myself with the stranger inside me,
 to honor my blackness and my African roots.          

WHO IS DORIS?

When I was a child, my father always sang ‘Ne me quitte pas’ (Don’t leave me - by French artist Jacques Brel)
 to my mom, and mommy never left. I wrote my first songs with the absolute faith that nobody would leave me if 

my words were beautiful enough. I was a child, I really believed in it. I have never really grown up, 
I continue to believe...

When people ask me to define my musical style, I never answer. 
I sing to make emotions travel,  to share smiles and tears.
 I don’t choose a melody because it sounds like rock or soul,  I don’t choose a melody because it sounds like rock or soul, 

I choose it because it creates a perfect bridge connecting my soul to others. 
I love to explore styles without barriers, to mix influences and I never limit my art.

 Nevertheless, to respond, let’s say that my music is Neo-Soul mixed with Pop, R&B and Afro-Caribbean rhythms.



Pictures - EP *L'Enfant Noire*:
Photography: Demoizelle Coco
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